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right at tlie surface of ground over which miners
and prospectors have trudged for the last fifty
years. Such was the recent zinc discovery at the
Wasatch Mines. The new ore body in the Scuth
Hecla is producing a rich silver ore from tho
Wedge fissure at a rate which promises to put it
in the dividend class before the end of the year
and some consider the strike made by lessees in
a raise from the Quincy tunnel level as big a
ore body in the Wedge ore
thing as the
It matters
shoot. And take the Emma Copper!
little what the stock does on the exchange. If
the management has a big spur from the Old
Emma's magnificent $11,000,000 ore shoot it will
be able to snap its fingers at bulls and bears
alike.
The Alta Tunnel

&

Transportation

company

is hastening to the assistance of Alta Con. and
Emma as well as the Prince of Wales and Michigan-Utah
mines. It will not only unwater these

properties several hundred feet deeper than they
"have been able to drive in the past, but it will
derive from its water flow power enough to run
all the drills and move all the tramcars required
to carry on from its level mining operations in
the four properties. The tunnel company is about
to lease the one
vein cut and the
ore bids fair at this writing to enter a new vein
in its own ground. Manganese seams have Just
been cut and the lime is beginning to soften up as
it usually does near a vein.
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There is no reason to doubt that the total
earnings of the Park City mines will be considere
ably increased when the
and Silver
King Coalition begin to use their new oil flotation plants. The values recovered by the new
method are those which hav6 been allowed to
float away in the streams, benefitting nobody.
The Silver King Consolidated has averaged only
Daly-Judg-

Now In Its
7th Year

WEEKLY.

tons a day as ore settlements up to August
but on this relatively light tonnage it has
cleared about $32 a ton In net profits and
earned $17,000 more than its dividend requirements for the whole month. Insiders say that
the King Con. can maintain its present output for
many years without exhausting the ore measures
which have been so thoroughly developed.
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Until we reach the beach, and Murder! Pugh!
And smell the smell again and spy the spider?
Now, Joseph, Summer's gone, and gone the bunk,
And garnered are the golden gains of gleaners,
So take your great big brother of the skunk,
Be a good sport and send it to the cleaners.
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Again the summer passes, once again,
The pressing agents, in a press invitatory,
Suggest the season's simmer' is to wane,
And then continue with the purport of their
story;
Which Is that Saltair is about to close,
So you whose inclinations are aquatic,
Must buy a ticket quick and hold your nose,
And get your nerve, though it may be neurotic.

Ah! Must we wait the weary winter through
Till June shall come and roses blow beside
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There are six burglaries for every fire
that occurs. Good idea for you to stop and
think a moment about the Famous Aetna '
Combination Residence Policy, protecting

'

Assail them dining there with an affinity.

Burglar

ARE NOW WKTH US

By T. G.

Ah! Sad that with the coming of the moon
Of harvest, that the trains will cease to rattle;
Pathetic that tho lovers who woujd spoon,
Defer the joy of being packed like cattle.
No more may bathers find the souvenirs
That calmly float about in their vicinity;
No longer will their gastronomic fears
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Vacation Time and the Summer

FAREWELL, ME LOVE, FAREWELL!
!
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FROM BURGLARY AND THEFTS;
GLASS BREAKAGE;
PUBLIC LIABILITY;
WATER DAMAGE;
LOSS OF HOME.
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WHAT'S YOUR PHONE NUMBER7

Wesley King Agency Co.
Wasatch 1245
6th Floor, Walker Bank Building

Capital Is

Power
"Whoever has a sixpence is sovereign over
all men to the extent of that sixpence;
commands cooks to feed him, philosophers
to teach him, kings to guard over him to
tho extent of that sixpence." Carlyle.
stored-u-

power, strength,

p

resource; it gives confidence, security,
tection as nothing else does.
Power begins when Saving begins.
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It Is the Accepted Authority of Investors on Utah, Nevada, Montana

Capital Paid In, $300,000

and Arizona Mining Securities

Banking in all its branches transacted. Ex- change drawn on the principal cities in
Europe. Interest paid on Time Deposits.
fires
"Aberdeen" makes
stove grates. It keeps
and
coal bills a long way apart. One ton
will demonstrate what we mean. Or- dcr it today.
long-lastin- g

long-lastin- g

"The Truth, No Matter Whom

Subscription:
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Address:

0 Weeks (Trial) $ .00
52 Weeks' . . $5.00
1

It Helps or Hurts"
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A bank balance is
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27 William St., New York
New York Mining Age
"
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